[Investigation of the main gas-exchange parameters in the Mongolian gerbil in view of a space experiment].
A pressurized module with a self-sustained life support system is being designed for spaceflight experiments with Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatis). As a rule, these rodents do not drink free water taking minimum of water available in nourishment Although the gerbil is a common test object, it has never been flown in space. Specifically, nothing is known about the animal gas-exchange parameters critical for the development of life support systems. Our purpose was to shed light on the gerbil's gas-exchange demands and thereupon to prototype the air supply system in simulation experiments. On the average, a group of (n = 9, mean body mass of 45 g) consumed 0.044 ml/g/min of oxygen and produced 0.024 ml/g/min of CO2. The proposed design of the animal gas supply system controls oxygen and carbon dioxide at the atmospheric concentrations. Data of these experiments were used to write specifications for animals maintenance module KONRTUR to be launched aboard space vehicle FOTON-M.